The   Social    Services
scaling down of defence expenditure to something nearer pre-
war level was accompanied by increased provision for the
growing army of unemployed. It would be nearer the truth to
explain all these increases in expenditure as so many aspects
of the growing power of the nation-state in an age of govern-
ment by consent: most of those who concentrate on using this
power as an instrument of social justice, desire also that the
new order as it evolves shall be protected from the dangers
of international anarchy; and the wisest of those who con-
centrate on defending the right of their own and other coun-
tries to evolve without armed interference from outside are
well aware that safety in armaments is a delusion, unless the
men and women behind them feel that their country is worth
defending. The man who unified Germany with blood and
iron was the pioneer of social insurance. (Homes for heroes'
and a ' C3 nation' were revealing slogans. War pensions
accounted for one-third of Britain's social service expenditure
in 1921 and one-tenth in 1931. Both world wars saw the
passage of important education acts. And the Beveridge report,
prepared in the darkest days of the war, was unparalleled both
as a morale-booster at home and as propaganda abroad.
It is difficult to measure the exact extent to which the less
fortunate majority of citizens have gained from the services
organized for their direct benefit through the agency of the
state. A parliamentary wrangle on this subject between Snow*
den and Asquith in June 1913 did, however, lead to the offi-
cial adoption of a suggestion previously thrown out by Mr*
Geoffrey Drage: a return was made showing the expenditure
incurred both nationally and locally under certain acts of
parliament on what was clumsily called * direct beneficiary
assistance.' ' Social services * was the name preferred by the
registrar-general, Sir Bernard Mallet, and adopted by him that
same year in his history of the British budgets of the previous
quarter-century: it corresponded to 'debt services' and
* defence services.' And the title has met so great a need that
it rapidly passed into currency.
There are many items of expenditure which some would

